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THE PROJECT: 
This project, title to be determined with community members, is a multi-layered experience project that aims to document 
the recent and historical narratives of Atlanta’s four Southwest Neighborhoods-  Pittsburgh, Adair Park, Capitol View, and 
Capitol View Manor -  created by youth and residents. Laura Ferguson writes in her Atlanta Intown Paper article “Pittsburgh 
Community History” that the Pittsburgh neighborhood is “like an aging, addled rock star: rough-looking, but with a great 
story to tell.” The project that we propose takes up this desire to hear community stories through an oral history and 
sound map project. The project is comprised of audio recorded oral histories, a website that visualizes particular significant 
locations in the neighborhood, and photographs. 

THE PLAN:
Neighbors will work with TCP resident Meredith Kooi & other TCP artists to name, develop, and produce the project. 
Together they will decide who to interview and will conduct those interviews together. During this interview process, we 
will request from interviewees suggestions about who to interview next and also photograph their portrait. Participating 
artists will conduct workshops with neighborhood youth and residents about audio recording, interview methods, audio 
editing, photographing, and photograph editing. These workshops will be used as time to produce the final products for 
the project to be installed and placed in locations determined by community members. Progress and final exhibition locations 
are to be determined  

THE GOAL:
By bringing local artists and residents together, the goal of this collaborative project is to illuminate the rich history of the 
area through words, images, and visual activations.  The final products will become living documents for these four 
Atlanta communities to build upon and leverage as an educational tool. Through this creative community project, 
neighborhoods will further establish and protect their identities against threats of displacement while cultivating a stronger 
sense of community and connection in this rapidly gentrifying area. 

THE TEAM:
Meredith Kooi, the project lead, is a visual, performance, and sound artist, critic, curator, and educator living and working in 
the Pittsburgh neighborhood in Atlanta via The Creatives Project’s residency program. Her work focuses on the relationships 
between places, spaces, communication technologies, and histories. Her recent works have been presented by Little Five 
Arts Alive, The Goat Farm Arts Center, Murmur Media, and {Poem 88}. She is currently a PhD candidate in the Graduate 
Institute of the Liberal Arts at Emory University and received her MA in Visual and Critical Studies from the School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago. 

The Creatives Project (TCP) is a nonprofit arts organization that is establishing a number of arts based programs with a 
focus on community development and creative placemaking throughout Atlanta. TCP currently provides subsidized artist 
housing in the Pittsburgh, and Adair Park neighborhoods. As vital force in Atlanta’s arts community, TCP strengthens and 
unites arts, education, community and commerce by creating an arts eco-system that empowers eager citizens to recognize 
Atlanta’s potential. TCP accomplishes this goal by engaging fresh resources, implementing crucial and deliberate arts and 
culture initiatives and leading arts-based education. TCP patrons donate subsidized housing and free studio space to 
support our artists as they serve Atlanta neighborhoods by generating vibrant and fertile communities poised for economic 
growth and development. Our executive director, Neda Abghari, has been a resident of Capitol View since 2000.

 


